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Abstract 
 

The mission of the 15-40 Connection is to create awareness that there have been close to no improvements 

in teen and young adult cancer survival rates since 1975, and to promote health awareness to provide the advantage 

of early detection. ASSISTments is a free web-based tutoring platform by WPI which provides teachers and 

students with immediate feedback from the use of problem sets containing flexible pre-built and custom content. A 

team of students is combining these missions by building custom cancer problem sets and conducting a study in 

order to identify successful messages that promote cancer awareness and behavior change. The study is 

currently underway.  
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Introduction 

Cancer. Cancer is the name of a group of more than 100 different diseases in which cells grow 

out of control.  Cancer also claims the lives of more young adults - ages 15 to 40 - than any other 

disease, and the survival rates of this age group have had close to zero percent improvement since 1975. 

A major contributing cause of this lack in improvement is delayed diagnosis - resulting in more 

advanced cancers which are more difficult to successfully treat. This makes early detection the key to 

improving survival rates for those between the ages of 15 and 40, and awareness and self-advocacy are 

the tools that make early detection possible (About the 15 - 40, 2012). 

The 15-40 Connection is an organization whose mission is to promote health awareness, self-

advocacy and action in order to provide the 15 to 40-year-old age group with the life-saving advantage 

of early detection. The 15-40 Connection provides this age group with the knowledge that subtle, 

persistent changes in one’s health may very well be the early warning signs of cancer, and that being 

aware and acting on this knowledge can be the difference between life and death. Combining this 

mission with technology might just be the best way to educate today’s young people and give them a 

fighting chance against cancer. 

ASSISTments is an online platform that brings the education of young people into the twenty-

first century. It allows teachers to make custom problem sets that assess students while providing 

immediate feedback and tutoring, so when a student answers incorrectly, they are guided through a step 

by step process leading them to the correct answer – they are actively involved in correcting their 

mistake. The mission of the ASSISTments platform is to elevate every student assessment from 

mundane regurgitation to an invaluable teaching moment. 

This IQP is concerned with combining the missions of the 15-40 Connection and ASSISTments 

in order to promote an internalization and an understanding of the teen and young adult cancer issue and 
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to understand what messaging works best to educate, motivate behavior change and encourage 

individuals to “protect” their health. This combination might just be the best way to educate today’s 

youth - to help them help themselves - and give them a fighting chance against cancer. 

Cancer 

 Cancer is a major issue in today’s society as the relatively high odds of developing this disease 

makes it a concern for everyone. One in two men and one in three women will develop invasive cancer 

during their lifetimes, and one in four men and one in five women will lose their lives battling this 

disease. The most concerning fact is that cancer is the number one disease related cause of death for 

teens and young adults, and the survival rates of this age group have had close to zero percent 

improvement since in the past 30 years (Learn about Cancer, 2012). 

 
Figure 1. Survival rates of patients with invasive cancer 1975 – 2000. Notice how every age group except those of teens 

and young adults (15-19 and 20-29) have had significant increases in survival rates. (AYA AAPC, 2007) 

 

 During the past quarter century, overall cancer survival dramatically improved in young children 

while it remained essentially unchanged in older adolescents and young adults. This is especially 

concerning today with all of today’s medical technology. The 15 to 25 year-old age group has actually 

lagged behind all other age groups in survival prolongation since the 1980s and the incidence of cancer 
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in 15 to 40-year-olds is rising (2009 – 68,000 diagnosed, 2010 –70,000, 2011 - 72,000 diagnosed). This 

is extremely worrisome, and that is exactly what the 15 – 40 Connection is all about (AYA AAPC, 

2007). 

The 15 - 40 Connection 

The 15 – 40 Connection wants to alert the world to the frighteningly low cancer survival rates for the 

vibrant teens and young adults who have so much life to live. They preach to be aware of your normal 

health, to check yourself – take action if your normal health changes, act early - see a medical provider 

and get checked. This is because they know that a significant number of teen and young adult cancers 

are diagnosed at more advanced stages, and that advanced cancers are more difficult to successfully 

treat. So delayed diagnosis is a major contributing cause of this lack in survival rate improvement. This 

makes early detection the key to improving survival rates for those between the ages of 15 and 40, and 

awareness and self-advocacy are the tools that make early detection possible. Empowering individuals 

with knowledge – such as the fact that cancer symptoms are often subtle but persistent changes in one’s 

health - will save and improve lives through early cancer detection (Mission of the 15 - 40, 2012). 

ASSISTments 

Technology provides information, builds awareness, and educates. It is a part of everyday life 

and is an essential element of 15 - 40 Connection communications.  The use of ASSISTments is a 

fantastic way to use technology to build awareness and create behavior change. ASSISTments is a free, 

public online platform that brings the education of young people into the twenty-first century. It allows 

teachers to make custom problem sets that assess students while providing immediate feedback and 

tutoring, so when a student answers incorrectly, they are guided through a step by step process leading 

them to the correct answer – they are actively involved in correcting their mistake. The use of 

ASSISTments elevates every student assessment from mundane regurgitation to an invaluable teaching 

moment (What is ASSISTments, 2012). 
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ASSISTments are predominantly used by math teachers in middle and high schools to build 

skills and allow for instant tutoring and feedback during an online quizzing session or homework 

assignment. Teachers and students can then review either individual or class wide performance and 

target problem areas. This project aims to build cancer themed problem sets, which is a novel use of 

ASSISTments. Not only will this project allow for a study, it also will show education professionals how 

the ASSISTments platform can be molded to educate students in any subject. 

Public Health Campaigns 

 Much research has been done to determine the success of many public health campaigns such as 

seatbelts, smoking and texting while driving. All of these dealt mainly with teaching awareness and 

what an individual can do to avoid the tragic consequences of these lifestyle choices. Public health 

campaigns dealing directly with the cancer awareness issue were few and far between.  

A study called Project SAFETY (sun awareness for educating today’s youth) predominantly 

dealt with awareness of the dangers of prolonged, unprotected exposure to sunlight. The study consisted 

of a 50 minute cancer prevention teaching module. During field testing, many students made comments 

concerning the need for information on appropriate sun behavior, before receiving so many blistering 

sunburns; especially since every sunburn before age 16 doubles one’s chances of developing melanoma 

– the deadliest form of skin cancer (Kamen et al, 1993). 

Another study focused on the development and implementation of a student-centered instructional 

module exploring the use of multimedia to enrich the learning of science, specifically the development 

of cancer. The interactive, virtual-lab-like module educated students about the complexities involved in 

the origins of cancer as well as providing some exposure to the research process. Technology was found 

to enhance the level of students’ understanding of complex biological concepts (Bockholt, 2002). 
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Additionally, a 2010 anti-texting and driving study investigated the effectiveness of fear appeals 

on young adults. However, the study reported increased intensions of this risky behavior after exposure 

to fear appeals. This “boomerang effect” was unexpected, and was more prevalent in males than in 

females (Lennon, 2010). 

 All of these studies yielded useful information pertinent to this project. Repetition was the single 

most important factor in students absorbing and retaining information, while fear appeals and “statistical 

lecturing” resulted in a rejection of the information and increased participation in risky behaviors. This 

very much agreed with the book Switch: How to Change Things When Change Is Hard. The author 

writes about how an appeal for change must illicit both an emotional and rational response. He 

compared a successful change to an elephant and rider; the elephant being emotional and the rider being 

rational. If there is only an emotional appeal the elephant runs out of control, and if there is only a 

rational appeal the rider can only steer the elephant in circles getting nowhere. There must be a synergy 

of emotion and rational, so that the elephant lumbers forward under the guidance of the rider. All of 

these studies led to the construction of a problem set containing repetitive information and moderate 

emotional appeals (Chip, 2010).  

Project goal 

The overall goal for this Interactive Qualifying Project (IQP) was to combine the missions of the 

15 – 40 Connection and ASSISTments and promote cancer awareness in teens and young adults. This 

was achieved by building custom cancer problem sets and conducting a study in order to identify 

successful messages that promote cancer awareness and behavior change. Currently, all supporting 

materials have been generated, study participants are being recruited and the study is slated to begin in 

mid-January. The study is expected to reveal what messages work best in order to promote cancer 

awareness in terms of gender differences –male versus female, age brackets – young teens versus older 
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adolescents, and problem set format – being purely informative versus informative with frequent 

assessment.  
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Materials and Methods 

Meetings 

Weekly focus meetings took place over the course of this project in addition to student project 

meetings. Representatives from the 15 – 40 Connection , Sandy Foster and Tricia Laursen, met with the 

three student project members every week to discuss progress, future ventures and to keep current work 

focused and “branded” to the 15 – 40 Connection message. These professionals taught the group about 

how to generate materials and promote a public health campaign.  

Meetings began with a student designed agenda, which listed the meeting’s topics and the 

allotted time for each in order for the meetings to remain efficient and focused. An example of the 

typical agenda can be seen in figure 2 below. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Generic focus meeting agenda. Each focus meeting began with an overview of the day’s topics listed on an 

agenda like the example above. Blue text is hyperlinked to topic materials such as scholarly research articles and 

PowerPoint presentations stored elsewhere on the Google Drive. 
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The agenda was designed using the project’s shared 15 – 40 Connection Google Drive, and had 

hyperlinks to materials corresponding to each meeting topic. Topics usually included the presentation 

and discussion of research articles, ASSISTments construction and editing, and other organizational 

necessities. Meeting notes were always logged by a student in a weekly Google document on the Drive. 

Google Drive 

The project group created a 15 – 40 Connection Google Drive shared between Cristina 

Heffernan, the 15 – 40 Connection representatives and the three student project members. The Drive 

was used for many purposes; to post project progress, research materials, and cooperate on the 

development of project materials.  

Meeting agendas were posted before each meeting, and meeting notes were posted at the 

conclusion of each meeting. Research articles and data were posted and shared between group members. 

Project materials such as ASSISTment problem set PDF files, writing drafts, and outreach contacts and 

materials were also posted and shared. The Google Drive provided for the organized, instantaneous 

storing and sharing of project resources. 

ASSISTments 

 The project group collaborated on the construction of custom ASSISTments to be used in the 

study. Group member Meagan Sullender attended an ASSISTments summer training session which 

provided a crash course in the building and implementation of ASSISTments and problem sets. She later 

shared this knowledge with other group members. The group shared an ASSISTments account with the 

username mesullender@gmail.com and the password 1234; this account can be passed along if another 

IQP group wishes to pursue this project further. It is in this account where numerous ASSISTments were 

created and edited, and where various problem sets were assembled and tested.  
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Appendix II contains the preliminary problem set (problem set 56122) which was completed at 

the conclusion of A-Term. It was decided that the content was too complex (detailed DNA information 

about mutations and cancer), so another “simplified” problem set was developed. Table 1, below, 

contains a list of the ASSISTment numbers and titles in this preliminary problem set. 

Table 1. Preliminary problem set. Problem set number 56122 contains informational slides with “bug 

message” style tutoring. 

ASSISTment # ASSISTment Title Mode 

342684 So what is cancer? Tutor 

342760 This is your body Tutor 

342762 This is a Cell Tutor 

345669 Number of Cells Tutor 

342765 Cancer Video Tutor 

345666 Cancer vs. Normal Tutor 

345670 X-men Tutor 

342763 Body with the wrong number of cells Tutor 

345667 "Normal" Division Tutor 

345668 Mutation Causes Tutor 

349982 For example... Tutor 

305164 What is cancer Tutor 

342782 Survival Rates I Tutor 

342796 When to See the Doctor Question Tutor 

342813 What Do You Do Once You're There Question Tutor 

342814 Taking Charge Tutor 

342807 Checklist Tutor 

339273 SpongeBob: Doctors are Horrible Tutor 

342424 "Solutions" to least favorite Tutor 

345618 Appointment Tutor 

345616 Waiting Room Tutor 

345619 Embarrassed Tutor 

345671 Know Your Normal (Step 1 of what you can do) Tutor 

345672 Two Weeks is Key (Step 2 of what you can do) Tutor 

342690 Dancer Tutor 
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Appendix III contains the two versions of the “simplified” problem set (completed in mid-B-

Term) which were to be used to create an AB study within ASSISTments. The problem sets share 

identical information; version 1(problem set 60575) contains casual, but informative ASSISTments with 

occasional, superficial quizzing, while version 2 (problem set 74394) contains the same informative 

ASSISTments, but with frequent (after every informative slide) “thinking” quiz questions. The problem 

set versions both also contain identical pre and post survey questions so as to provide demographic 

information as well as a method of determining which version prompted better cancer information 

retention during the study. Table 2 and 3, below, contain a list of the ASSISTment numbers, titles and 

tutoring in versions 1 and 2 of this preliminary problem set, respectively. 

Table 2. Simplified problem set version 1. Problem set number 60575 contains informational slides with “bug 

message” style tutoring. 

ASSISTment # ASSISTment Title Mode Tutoring 

346993 Pre Test - How old are you? Test No 

346992 Pre Test - What is your gender? Test No 

347091 Pre Test - How likely would you be to go to the doctor? Test No 

382069 Test - What is cancer? Test No 

382071 Test - Who gets cancer? Test No 

382074 Test - Early warning signs? Test No 

366888 Test - Go to the doctor? Test No 

 

342684 Introduction: So What is Cancer? Tutor No 

342760 This is your body Tutor --- 

342762  This is a Cell Tutor --- 

345669  Number of Cells Tutor --- 

345667  "Normal" Division Tutor --- 

350823  Cells Not Doing Their Jobs Tutor --- 

360053 "Cancer" Cell Division Tutor --- 

342765 Cancer Video Tutor --- 

342763 Body with the Wrong Number of Cells Tutor Bug 

360068 Early Warning Signs I Tutor --- 

360070 CAUTION Tutor --- 

360069 Early Warning Signs II Tutor --- 
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366759 Testimonials 2.0 Tutor --- 

342782 Survival Rates I Tutor Bug 

360076 Survival Rates II Tutor --- 

345671 Know Your Normal (Step 1 of what you can do) Tutor Bug 

345672 Two Weeks is Key (Step 2 of what you can do) Tutor --- 

342796 When to See the Doctor Question Tutor Bug 

342813 What Do You Do Once You're There Question Tutor Bug 

342814 Taking Charge Tutor --- 

 

     382147 Post Test - Go to the doctor II? Test No 

382129 Test - What is cancer II? Test No 

382127 Test - Who gets cancer II? Test No 

382121 Test - Early warning signs II? Test No 

366901 Post Test - What can you do? Test No 

366862 Post Test - How likely are you to share what you learned? Test No 

366908 Post Test - Do you think you learned? Test No 

365451 Ending Video Test No 

 

 

Table 3. Simplified problem set version 2. Problem set number 74394 contains quizzing ASSISTments and scaffold 

style tutoring in addition to informational slides with “bug message” style tutoring contained in version 1. 

ASSISTment # ASSISTment Title Mode Tutoring 

346993 Pre Test - How old are you? Test No 

346992 Pre Test - What is your gender? Test No 

347091 Pre Test - How likely would you be to go to the doctor? Test No 

382069 Test - What is cancer? Test No 

382071 Test - Who gets cancer? Test No 

382074 Test - Cancer warning signs? Test No 

366888 Test - Go to the doctor? Test No 

 

342684 Introduction: So What is Cancer? Tutor No 

342760 This is your body Tutor --- 

342762  This is a Cell Tutor --- 

364201 This is a Cell Question Tutor Scaffold 

345669  Number of Cells Tutor --- 

345667  "Normal" Division Tutor --- 

364171 "Normal" Division Question Tutor Scaffold 
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350823  Cells Not Doing Their Jobs Tutor --- 

364202 Cells Not Doing Their Jobs Question Tutor Scaffold 

360053 "Cancer" Cell Division Tutor --- 

364188 "Cancer" Cell Division Question Tutor Scaffold 

342765 Cancer Video Tutor --- 

342763 Body with the Wrong Number of Cells Tutor Bug 

360068 Early Warning Signs I Tutor --- 

360070 CAUTION Tutor --- 

364377 CAUTION Question Tutor Scaffold 

360069 Early Warning Signs II Tutor --- 

364380  Early Warning Signs II Question Tutor Scaffold 

366759 Testimonials 2.0 Tutor --- 

366760  Testimonials 2.0 Question Tutor Scaffold 

342782 Survival Rates I Tutor Bug 

360076 Survival Rates II Tutor --- 

364382 Survival Rates II Question Tutor Scaffold 

345671 Know Your Normal (Step 1 of what you can do) Tutor Bug 

345672 Two Weeks is Key (Step 2 of what you can do) Tutor --- 

342796 When to See the Doctor Question Tutor Bug 

342813 What Do You Do Once You're There Question Tutor Bug 

342814 Taking Charge Tutor --- 

364383 Taking Charge Question Tutor Scaffold 

 

366888 Post Test - Go to the doctor? Test No 

382069 Test - What is cancer? Test No 

382071 Test - Who gets cancer? Test No 

382074 Test - Cancer warning signs? Test No 

366901 Post Test - What can you do? Test No 

366862 Post Test - How likely are you to share what you learned? Test No 

366908 Post Test - Do you think you learned? Test No 

365451 Ending Video Test No 

 

  

 Appendix IV contains the final study which was built within ASSISTments as “15 – 40 and 

ASSISTments” (problem set 94249), completed at the conclusion of B-Term. It allows for the 

randomized distribution of versions 1 and 2 of the “simplified” problem set. This is the study which will 
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be distributed to education professionals (along with the recommendation to provide students with 

headphones), and will be the main source of data in this study. Table 4 below contains a list of the 

ASSISTment numbers, titles and tutoring in this problem set.  

Table 4. 15 – 40 and ASSISTments. Problem set number 94249 contains introduction slides, pre and post questions 

and the randomly selected version 1 or 2 of the “simplified” problem set. 

ASSISTment # ASSISTment Title Mode Tutoring 

382068 Intro to study Test No 

346993 Pre Test - How old are you? Test No 

346992 Pre Test - What is your gender? Test No 

347091 Pre Test - How likely would you be to go to the doctor? Test No 

382069  Test- What is cancer? Test No 

382071 Test - Who gets cancer? Test No 

382074 Test - Early warning signs? Test No 

366888 Test - Go to the doctor? Test No 

 

V1 or V2 The Study Choose Condition Tutor Varies 

382156 Intro to tutorial (Version 2 only) Test No 

 

382145 Intro to Post test Test No 

382129  Test- What is cancer II? Test No 

382127 Test - Who gets cancer II Test No 

382121 Test - Early warning signs II Test No 

382147 Post Test - Go to the doctor II? Test No 

366901 Post Test - What can you do? Test No 

366862 Post Test - How likely are you to share what you learned? Test No 

366908 Post Test - Do you think you learned? Test No 

365451 Ending Video Test No 

 

  

 The study problem set is available for use on ASSISTments and can be found in the 

ASSISTments Certified Problem Sets under “Research Problem Sets” “2012-13 Research Projects” 

 “15 – 40 Cancer Awareness”. The study allows for identical pre and post survey questions so as to 

provide demographic information as well as a method of determining which version prompted better 
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cancer information retention. Data gathering and analysis will allow for the identification of successful 

messages that promote cancer awareness and behavior change, and will occur once a minimum of five 

education professionals evaluate the problem sets and join the study. 

Problem Set Timing 

The study contained two versions of the “simplified” problem set, and each presented identical 

information about cancer and health awareness in a different format. It was crucial to generate a time 

approximation for the length of the study problem set so that education professionals could envision 

how they could incorporate the study into their class or homework curricula. The problem set versions 

were then tested by anonymous volunteers, providing both time data and feedback on the general flow 

of the problem sets.  

Middle school and college-aged volunteers without biology backgrounds were provided a laptop and 

headphones in a quiet room and were asked to thoughtfully complete problem set version 1. Three days 

later each volunteer completed version 2 under the same conditions. The volunteers were observed by 

the problem set administrator during each session and were timed using stopwatches. Any questions and 

tester feedback were considered and appropriate changes were made to the problem sets in a case-by-

case manner. 

Reaching Out 

The project group reached out to educational professionals familiar with ASSISTments, the 15 – 40 

Connection or both. Table 7, found in Appendix V, contains a list of contacts fitting the criteria above, 

and those who are currently considering participating in the study are highlighted in yellow. Group 

members will begin corresponding with interested parties in C-Term through email, phone and in-person 

information sessions.  
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Appendix V also contains “marketing” materials which were used in order to pitch the study to 

the above contacts. There are a series of email template pairs for the recruitment of education 

professionals unfamiliar with ASSISTments, student leaders, and education professionals that are 

familiar with ASSISTments. The first “information” emails were sent out by Sandy Foster and Cristina 

Heffernan to their respective contacts on December 27, 2012 and then follow-up action emails were sent 

on January 3, 2013. There were two interested parties as of January 9, 2013. 

Each “recruitment” email contained a hyperlink to a “marketing PowerPoint” on the Google Drive for 

target schools to distribute to interested parties. Figure 4 (in Appendix V) contains the three-slide 

PowerPoint which provided additional details about the importance and ease of adding the IQP study to 

existing curricula. Figure 4a) visually summarized the project, 4b) provided greater detail and 4c) 

showed the path to take in order to get involved. 
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Results 

Combining the mission of the 15 – 40 Connection and the technology of ASSISTments allowed for the 

creation of an AB study in order to identify successful messages that promote cancer awareness and 

behavior change - the study is set to begin in mid-January 2013. Research and focus meetings lead to the 

development of various cancer ASSISTments which were then combined in order to create two versions 

of a problem set, each presenting identical information about cancer and health awareness in a different 

format. These problem set versions were then tested by anonymous volunteers, providing both time data 

and feedback on the general flow of the problem sets.  

Middle school and college volunteers were provided a laptop in a quiet room and were asked to 

thoughtfully complete problem set version 1, then version 2 three days later. The problem set 

administrator only had access to middle school and college students to gather data, even though the 

target audience of the study is high school students. The volunteers were observed and timed using 

stopwatches. Table 5 (Appendix I) contains the raw data from the timing sessions. The tester feedback 

was considered and appropriate changes were made to the problem sets in a case-by-case manner. 

Excel was used in order to calculate the average times and the standard deviation for middle 

school students, college students and the combined data sets. Version 1 took middle school students 11.2 

± 1.3 minutes and college students 9.8 ± 0.8 minutes. Version 2 took middle school students 20.2 ± 2.2 

minutes and college students 16.6 ± 1.1 minutes.  Table 6 (Appendix I) contains the calculated values 

which are also presented visually in figure 3 below. 
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The target audience of the study is high school students, so the average high school completion 

time was approximated by combining the data for both middle school and college students. Based on 

this, it is expected that the average high school student should be able to complete version 1 in 10.5 ± 

1.3 minutes and version 2 in 18.4 ± 2.5 minutes.  
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Discussion 

The overall goal for this Interactive Qualifying Project (IQP) was to combine the missions of the 

15 – 40 Connection and ASSISTments by building custom cancer problem sets and conducting a study 

in order to identify successful messages that promote cancer awareness and behavior change. Currently, 

all supporting materials have been generated, study participants are being recruited and the study is 

slated to begin in mid-January. All supporting materials for the study have been generated; from 

“marketing” PowerPoints to recruitment emails to the ASSISTments study itself.   

The PowerPoint, distributed to target schools, consists of three slides provided additional details 

about the importance and ease of adding the IQP study to existing curricula by visually summarizing the 

project, provided greater detail showing the path to take in order to get involved. The PowerPoint was 

distributed to target schools using hyperlinks in the various recruitment emails.  

The ASSISTments study underwent dramatic remodeling twice and resulted in a dual version 

problem set, with both versions having identical informational content. The time approximation for 

version 2 was included in recruitment correspondence emails so that education professionals, with an 

interest in spreading cancer awareness to young adults, knew the longest expected completion time so 

they could envision how they could incorporate the study into their class or homework curricula.  

Further data gathering and analysis, over the course of C-Term, will allow for the identification 

of successful messages that promote cancer awareness and behavior change, and will occur once a 

minimum of five education professionals evaluate the problem sets and join the study. Four parties are 

currently participating. 

There are several things - both positive and negative - to consider when reflecting on this project. 

For example, working with the 15 – 40 Connection was a unique opportunity to learn how to work with 

an “outside” organization and to see how a real life public health campaign is run, while the study 

problem set seems to be too simplified for college and perhaps even high school aged participants. 
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Having the opportunity to work with the 15 – 40 Connection was both interesting and valuable. 

It was especially interesting after modeling a public health campaign in a scientific writing course. It 

seemed so simple in class and even at the beginning of this project, and then the group began diverging 

from the organization’s “brand”. Branding was a whole new concept, and something that proved to be a 

challenge when designing the study problem set. Cancer is such an enormous issue with so much 

information, and all three group members would agree that the experience was like trying to focus on 

math homework in the middle of a college basketball game. There were so many interesting factoids, but 

only those related to the 15 – 40 Connection’s cancer awareness and two-weeks-is-key messaging were 

appropriate to incorporate into this particular study.  

This experience was also valuable because it taught the group how to organize and participate in 

a multi-organization project. There were many challenges such as deciding upon meeting times that 

were convenient to all 5-6 focus meeting participants – when2meet proved to be invaluable here – and 

how to share resources in an organized and efficient manner – Google Drive worked beautifully. This 

experience was invaluable being biology major, now pursuing a PhD for research. Think of the grant 

writing and the collaboration of multiple lab groups, institutions and organizations; this project was akin 

to a practice run in cooperation. 

There is also the possibility that the study problem set will prove to be too simplified for college 

and perhaps even high school aged participants. Personally, when looking over the problem set, one 

notices a considerable amount of repetition (perhaps too much) and very simple concepts, language and 

visuals. It seems more appropriate for middle or junior high school-aged participants between 13 and 15-

years old. The contact at Holy Cross confirmed this opinion as she believed that the study was “too 

redundant and too simplistic” and therefore inappropriate for college-aged young adults. 

This IQP is ready to launch the 15-40 Connection/ASSISTments study, promoting an 

understanding of the teen and young adult cancer issue.  Future data analysis will allow the group to 
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understand what messaging works best to educate, motivate behavior change and encourage individuals 

to “protect” their health. This project is just the beginning of  a journey to discover the best way to 

educate today’s youth about cancer - to help them help themselves - and give them a fighting chance. 
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Appendix I 

 

Table 6. Analysis of testing times of middle school, college and combined student volunteer groups. The calculated 

average completion times and standard deviation of each volunteer grouping for each version of the study problem set. 

These values were plotted into the graph in figure #. 

 Problem Set  Version 1 Time 

(Minutes) 

Problem Set Version 2 Time 

(Minutes) 

 Average Standard Deviation Average Standard Deviation 

 

Middle School Sample 11.2 1.3 20.2 2.2 

College Sample 9.8 0.8 16.6 1.1 

Combined Samples 10.5 1.3 18.4 2.5 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5. Testing times of middle school and college student volunteers one through six. This raw data consists of the 

times that it took each student to complete each version of the study problem set. 

Participant Problem Set  Version 1 Time (Minutes) Problem Set Version 2 Time (Minutes) 

 

M1 10 18 

M2 12 19 

M3 11 23 

M4 13 22 

M5 10 19 

 

C1 10 16 

C2 11 17 

C3 9 15 

C4 10 18 

C5 9 17 
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Appendix II: ASSISTments Preliminary Quiz 
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Appendix III: Test Versions One and Two  

Version 1 
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Version 2 
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Appendix IV: The Study 
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Appendix V: The 15 – 40 Connection and ASSISTments Reach Out 

Table 7. Complete contact list. This is a complete list of both 15 – 40 Connection and ASSISTments contacts that may 

be appropriate targets of the study. Interested parties are highlighted in yellow. Key: HS – High School, JH – Junior 

High, MS – Middle School, C –College. 

School 

 

Contact Type 

 

Contact Name 

 

Email 

 

Intro 

Email 

School 

Type 

Email 

#2 

Interest 

 

        

Acton 

Boxboro 

       

 ASSISTments  jmaxwell@abschools.org x HS x  

   snugent@abschools.org x HS x  
 

Agawam        

 ASSISTments  cagruso@agawamteachers.org x JH x  

   dbudzynkiewicz@agawamteachers.org x JH x  

   dmontambault@agawamteachers.org x JH x  

   enolen-

parkhouse@agawamteachers.org 
x JH x  

   shopson@agawamteachers.org x JH x  

   tdenton@agawamteachers.org x JH x  
 

Ashland        

 ASSISTments  gsadana@ashland.k12.ma.us x MS x  
 

Assumption 

College 

       

 15-40 Jack Palermo jcp5577@gmail.com x C x  
 

Auburn        

 ASSISTments  awhite@auburn.k12.ma.us x HS x  

   lhealey@auburn.k12.ma.us x HS x  

   amsgrade6@yahoo.com x MS x  

   amsgrade8@gmail.com x MS x  

   crobbins@auburn.k12.ma.us x MS x  

   jbastien@auburn.k12.ma.us x MS x  

   kcapstick@auburn.k12.ma.us x MS x  

   kmoran@auburn.k12.ma.us x MS x  

   mmahan@auburn.k12.ma.us x MS x  

   vfitton@auburn.k12.ma.us x MS x  
 

Bancroft 

School 

       

 15-40 Pam Sheldon psheldon@bancroftschool.org x  x x 
 

Becker 

College 

       

 15-40 Colleen Settle colleen.settle@becker.edu x C x  

 15-40 Ashley Tello ashley.tello@becker.edu x C x  
 

Blackstone        
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Valley 

Technical 

 15-40 Judy Lavallee judithla@valleytech.k12.ma.us x HS x  

 15-40 Diane Cairney dcairney@valleytech.k12.ma.us x HS x  
 

Boston 

College 

       

 15-40 Jaclyn D'Esposito jaclyn.desposito@gmail.com x C x  
 

Fitchburg 

State 

       

 15-40 Sarah Minton sminton1@student.fitchburgstate.edu x C x  

  Nathan Gregoire ngregoir@student.fitchburgstate.edu x C x  
 

Grafton 

High School 

       

 15-40 Erin LaChapelle lachapellee@grafton.k12.ma.us x HS x  

  Maureen Cimoche mcimoch@hotmail.com x HS x x 
 

Holy Cross        

 15-40 Linda Cooper LCOOPER@holycross.edu x C x  

  Katherine Grant kagran13@g.holycross.edu x C x  
 

Leicester 

High School 

       

 15-40 Tom Bowes bowest@lpsma.net  HS x  

Tom Lauder laudert@lpsma.net  HS x  

 Just started 

ASSISTments 

so wait until 

February. 

Mike Sheeran sheeranm@lpsma.net  HS x  

Dianne Moffat moffatd@lpsma.net  HS x  

 

Millbury 

High School 

       

 15-40 Donna Saucier dsaucier@millburyschools.org x HS x  
 

Nashoba 

Regional 

       

 15-40 Jennifer Cote jnoodlebelly@yahoo.com x HS x  
 

Nichols 

College 

       

 15-40 Bryant Richards Bryant.Richards@nichols.edu x C x  

  Samantha Barrett Samantha.Barrett@nichols.edu x C x  
 

Algonquin 

Regional 

       

 15-40 Kim Honey khoney@nsboro.k12.ma.us x HS x  

  Stephanie Madigan SAMADIGAN1@verizon.net x HS x  
 

Red Bank        
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Catholic, NJ 

 15-40 Jordyn D'Esposito jordyndespo@aim.com x HS x  
 

Shrewsbury 

High School 

       

 15-40 Pat Degon PDegon@shrewsbury.k12.ma.us x HS x  
 

St. Peter 

Marian 

Catholic 

       

 15-40 Cat Kearney cat_kearney@aol.com x HS   

  Joanne Ethier ethierj@spmguardians.org x HS x  

 

U Mass 

Lowell 

       

 15-40 Taylor Kearney taylor.kearney@gmail.com x C x  
 

University of 

Maine 

       

 15-40 Charlsye Diaz Charlsye_Diaz@umit.maine.edu x C x  
 

Wachusett 

Regional 

       

 15-40 Lorraine Chesna lorraine_chesna@wrsd.net x HS x x 
 

Worcester 

Public 

Schools 

       

 15-40 Colleen O'Brien OBrienC@worc.k12.ma.us x D x  
 

Worcester 

North 

       

 15-40 Barbara Drake DrakeB@worc.k12.ma.us x HS x  

  Maureen Burke burkemoe@aol.com x HS x  
 

Worcester 

State 

University 

       

 15-40 Jennifer Quinn jquinn@worcester.edu x C x  
 

Worcester 

Technical 

       

 15-40 Carol Mendes MendesC@worc.k12.ma.us x HS x  
 

Worcester 

Academy 

       

 15-40 Jennifer McCarthy jennifer.mccarthy@worcesteracademy.org x HS x x 
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Information e-mail (Faculty/Staff Member): 
 

Dear _______ -  

The 15-40 Connection has partnered with WPI and the ASSISTments project to develop new 

instructional materials for you.  We’ve designed a 20 minute self-paced lesson to inform students about 

cancer awareness and the importance of early detection and self-advocacy.  Click here to view the online 

lesson.   

In January I would like to work with your school to find a way to share this tutorial with your students.  

Students can do the problem set on any internet device, in school (there are videos so they will need 

headphones) or at home, and the ASSISTments platform will enable you to monitor completion.   

I will contact you once again in the New Year so we can determine how best to introduce this to your 

students in the most efficient and productive way for you. 

Thank you, in advance, for exploring this unique health awareness tool with us! 

Sandy 

 

Follow Up e-mail (Faculty/Staff Member): 
 

Dear _____- 

I hope you had a wonderful and safe holiday season.  We’re really looking forward to working with you 

to introduce some important health messaging to your students this term, and we hope that 2013 proves 

to be a year we witness an improvement in cancer survival rates for their age group.   We know it takes 

education so we are excited to start the year with our ASSISTments + 15-40 Connection project.   

Let’s set up a time to talk and plan out how best to assign this tutorial to your students.   

E-mail me back so we can do just that and click here for all the details.  

Excited about 2013! 

Sandy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.assistments.org/public_preview/link/dHlwZT1zZXF1ZW5jZSZpZD05NDI0OQ==
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Nt3refvdWZ1-1l8F4wAxRo0zIUIcEb2YPyK9o5xGLFE/present#slide=id.g56626f73_0_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Nt3refvdWZ1-1l8F4wAxRo0zIUIcEb2YPyK9o5xGLFE/present#slide=id.g56626f73_0_0
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Information e-mail (Student Leader): 
 

Hi _______ -  

The 15-40 Connection has partnered with WPI and the ASSISTments project to develop new 

instructional materials that could be an exciting piece of your school’s awareness efforts.  We’ve 

designed a 20 minute self-paced lesson to inform students about cancer awareness and the importance of 

early detection and self-advocacy.  Click here to view the online lesson.   

Go ahead and take it yourselves (and give me feedback!) and then in January let’s work together to 

figure out how best to share this tutorial with students at your school. You can do the problem set on any 

internet device, in school or at home.  This can be something you introduce via your club facebook page 

or with the help of your faculty advisor or other interested teacher!  And we’d be happy to provide prize 

incentives to the first 5 or 10 students who take the tutorial! 

I’ll be in touch early in the New Year so we can determine how best to introduce this so it makes the 

most sense with your club activities. 

Thank you, in advance, for being a part of this novel adventure with us! 

Sandy 

 

Follow Up e-mail (Student Leader): 
 

Dear _____- 

I hope you had a wonderful and safe holiday season.  We can’t wait to help you share our new 

educational tool with students at your school this term, and we hope that 2013 proves to be a year we 

witness an improvement in cancer survival rates for the 15-40 age group.   We know it takes education 

so we are excited to start the year with our ASSISTments + 15-40 Connection project.   

When is a good time to talk and plan out next steps?   

E-mail me back so we can do just that and click here for all the details. 

Excited about 2013! 

Sandy 

 
 

 

 

 

http://www.assistments.org/public_preview/link/dHlwZT1zZXF1ZW5jZSZpZD05NDI0OQ==
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Nt3refvdWZ1-1l8F4wAxRo0zIUIcEb2YPyK9o5xGLFE/present#slide=id.g56626f73_0_0
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Information e-mail (ASSISTments User Not High School): 
 

Hi _______ -  

ASSISTments has partnered with the 15-40 Connection to develop a problem set to inform students 

about cancer awareness and the importance of early detection and self-advocacy. This is an exciting new 

way to use the platform!   Click here to testdrive the problem set.  This problem set was designed for 

students 15 and older.  This project has special significance to us since Neil Heffernan the founder of 

ASSISTments was diagnosed with a cancerous brain tumor when he was just 28 years old.  He was 

fortunate enough to have been diagnosed early and is now on year 15 of post cancer detection and 

treatment.    

In true ASSISTments project fashion this problem set has two versions (picked at random when the 

student starts working) and we are looking to not only inform young people about self-advocacy but we 

want to find out which version is better.  In January I would like to work with you to figure out how best 

to share this tutorial with students in your school district.  Is there a health teacher who would want to 

assign it?  Would you feel comfortable assigning it as an extra credit activity?   

Email me back now or I will be in touch early in the New Year so we can figure out if it makes sense to 

give this problem set to students at your school.  

Thank you, in advance, for considering being a part of this novel adventure with us! 

Cristina 

 

Follow Up e-mail (ASSISTments User): 
 

Dear _____- 

I hope you had a wonderful and safe holiday season.  We can’t wait to help you share our new cancer 

awareness problem set with students at your school this term. We hope that 2013 proves to be a year we 

witness an improvement in cancer survival rates for the 15-40 age group.   We know it takes education 

so we are excited to start the year with our ASSISTments + 15-40 Connection project. Click here for 

more details. 

Do you have an idea of how to do this in your district?  Do you want to assign the problem set? Can you 

introduce me to someone who may want to assign it?   

Excited about 2013!                                                                                                                                                          

Cristina 

 

 

http://www.15-40.org/
http://www.assistments.org/public_preview/link/dHlwZT1zZXF1ZW5jZSZpZD05NDI0OQ==
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Nt3refvdWZ1-1l8F4wAxRo0zIUIcEb2YPyK9o5xGLFE/present#slide=id.g56626f73_0_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Nt3refvdWZ1-1l8F4wAxRo0zIUIcEb2YPyK9o5xGLFE/present#slide=id.g56626f73_0_0
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a) 

 
 
b) 
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c) 

 
 
Figure 4. The 15 – 40 Connection Meets ASSISTments Marketing PowerPoint. This PowerPoint was attached to the 

above recruitment emails via hyperlink in order to provide additional details about the importance and ease of adding the IQP 

study to existing curricula. Figure a) visually summarizes the project, b) provides greater detail and c) shows the path to take 

in order to get involved. 

 

 

 

 

 


